Patterns of cardiovascular control during repeated tests of orthostatic loading.
To investigate patterns of cardiovascular control, a protocol of head up tilt (HUT) followed by lower body negative pressure (LBNP), which represents a significant cardiovascular control challenge, was employed. Linear regression of beat-to-beat heart rate (HR) and mean blood pressure (MBP) data collected over repeated tests was used to analyze control response during the LBNP phase of the combined HUT + LBNP protocol. Four runs for each of 10 healthy young males reaching presyncope were analyzed. Subjects were classified into 2 groups based on the consistency of MBP regulation in response to central hypovolemia induced by LBNP. The consistent group tended to exhibit consistent HR slope (rate of change of HR over time as calculated by linear regression) whereas subjects in the inconsistent group could not be easily classified. Subjects with consistent MBP maintenance exhibited patterns suggesting a consistency of response in cardiovascular control whereas subjects less successful in maintaining MBP exhibited less clearly defined patterns over four runs.